PRICING GUIDE*

Non-binding / Informational only
Subject to change without notice
Effective: July 1 2021

INSTALL (See below for REMOVAL pricing)
Prices start at (for up to 2-story from ground to gutter):
5" Gutter - $6.25 LF
2" x 3" Spout - $6.25 LF
3" x 4" Spout - $9.50 LF
Add 5% to gutter LF for waste including machine feed and trimming
Costa Gutter installs factory applied paint and prime, formed-on-site, steel gutter and steel spouts,
uses oval outlets vs smaller round, spaces hidden hangers at approx 3’ apart.

MITER GUTTER CORNERS
ADD $25 - $35 for each miter corner.
* Costa Seamless Gutter Service custom makes all corners from the gutter runs.

REMOVAL - Tear Off, Chop, Haul, and Disposal
Starting at $1.00 LF for not "locked on" gutter and spout up to 1 3/4-story
Starting at $1.20 LF for not "locked on" gutter and spout up to 2-story
*Please do not undervalue this service. If not paid fair price, we will not do it, leaving it up to
the homeowner to handle. It is not uncommon for this to sometimes be the hardest, most
time-consuming part of a job.

DOWNSPOUTS & ELBOWS/BENDS
Downspouts come as 10' long sticks. For every 1-story spout, an entire 10' stick of spout is
consumed, regardless of the height of the wall.
How to Measure Downspouts:
One-Story Spout = 10 LF of spout (add 5 LF for each additional 1/2 story)
Add for each spout elbow/bend 2 LF to overall spout footage
Add for spouts that go through decks, fences, etc. $25 - $35
Spout Extension = 5 LF (unless longer, then count them as 10 LF)

ADDITIONAL NOTES
Do not confuse steel gutters with aluminum. Most gutters in our region are steel. Steel is
thicker, stronger, and more suited for our climate.
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*This is an example of pricing. Prices may vary. Please submit a contact form for an exact estimate.

